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The Power Of The Spoken Word

Our words have the power to change our lives. By paying more attention to how we speak, and
hence how we think, we can change our circumstances for the better. The Power of the Spoken
Word will help you make the positive changes that you've always wanted to make.
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I was led to this book after I had suffered a panic attack brought on from stress and worry. I have
always been a believer in God however after reading this book my faith has been renewed to a new
level and it has changed my life. I am no longer stressed, worried and I now look at every situation
that happens in my life in a diffferent way. I would recommend this book to everyone! I have already
purchased over 10 copies and given them to friends and family. I have not had a negative comment
about this book yet they all loved it as much as I.

Short simple and to the point.The affirmations she gives in this book do bring a sense of peace and
instill faith.Its obvious Florence Scovel Shinn was connected at a very high level of awareness.She
makes one get the power of the spoken word so easily and effortlesslyShe speaks of how the bad

things we speak contribute to our bad karma and how uttering the right words can change our lives.I
have read this little book twice already and i,m sure i will again.I was amazed that all the information
we feel is new to us is being written about from so many years already!She writes of vibrations
,karma,of emotions being the reason of dis-ease ,of being in the NOW...and much more."You
cannot always control your thoughts.But you can control your wordsAnd eventually the word
impresses the subconsciousness'Neat stuff. I loved it.Full marks. Worth much more than i paid for
it:-)

I found this book to answer so many questions that I was not even aware I had. Reading Ms.
Shinn's words was like discovering a hidden part of myself and knowing that I was not alone in the
universe.

The Power of the Spoken Word was far advanced for the time it was written, and obviously part of
the foundation for the modern law of attraction books currently making the rounds. Sometimes it's
good to go back to our roots and find that these powerful techniques of manifesting were known
before we were born. I enjoyed the perspectives and the reminders that we need to be aware of
what we say in all aspects of life. This book rivals any metaphysical book on the subject. It is written
plainly and straightforwardly, an attribute often missing in modern writing. I would recommend it to
anyone who is exploring their spiritual power. The fact that it was written by a woman in a time when
women's power was often curtailed is particularly impressive to me.

Bet you can't read just one! You will crave all of her books once you have a taste of Florence Scovel
Shinn's words. After you read the books, don't forget to buy the affirmation cards - they are a must!

Our words are much more powerful than we may at times realize. Ms. Shinn's book brings greater
awareness about the power behind our words, what we speak and how we attract more of that into
our life. She was the true pioneer of "laws of attraction" in our modern times.It is important to
remember that words can heal or destroy. When we become more consciously aware of what
comes out of our mouth, we can then choose carefully the words we speak, as they do have a
rippling effect, either positive or negative.I feel this book helps everyone learn more about the effect
of our spoken words, and this brings about a greater awareness that can only help people.Her work
is truly classic, and timess wisdom. One of my all time favorite authors because of the positive
impact her work has had in my life, and I have always loved reading her books. This one is

essential!

This is a book based on love. Anyone who needs encouragement during a difficult time will find
comfort by reading this book.

My mother always told me that I am what I eat. The same is true for this book. Although there may
be a strong religious tone for some, this book speaks to what we speak every day. If we only see
the bad side and drawback to something, that is what we get.I think think the religious metaphors
are more for example than for preaching. There is definitelty a mind body connection. This book
helps you manage that connection and a daily basis.
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